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 Bangladesh Tour

A country of rich culture and historical monuments, beaches, forests and
wildlife of various species

Overview

Bangladesh Tour – 2 nights 3 days, Dhaka, the ancient capital of Bengal during the great Mughal era,
was the major commercial center exporting finest Muslin cotton throughout the world. Today, many
people from all around the globe visit this beautiful city to explore the art aging from the Mughal to
British era here besides BuriGanga. A megacity surrounds the old Dhaka now with the core of amazing
culture, centuries-long art, great countryside, and living history in the Ganges delta.

Sonargaon is an excellent short trip from Dhaka treating you with the authentic Bengali culture only 27
km from the Bangladeshi capital. A popular adventure destination, Sonargaon was the previous capital
(1610 m) and an important commercial center for a long period of these regions. Previously a Buddhist
kingdom, this area was conquered by the Muslim rulers in the 13th century. Sonargaon (Previously
Suvarnagrama) was a British colonial center in the 19th century, and it was then when it got its current
name as the Panam city. Hindu Traders then entered this region and prospered through the business of
Kantha or the Indigo-dyed Muslin. Hence, one can witness a mixed culture, art, architecture, and history.
With the assist and aid experienced guides from Asia Experiences, one can make the most of this
fantastic vacation. A tour of these two magnificent cities will give you an opportunity to know the present
and glorious past of Bengal.

Highlights
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Bangladesh: 2 Nights 3 Days in Bangladesh with Dhaka, colorful flower market, Sonargaon,
Panam Nagar, Pink Palace (Ahsan Manzil), Dakeshwari temple, old Dhaka,

Outline

1. Choose your own departure date
2. Select the comfort level of accommodation
3. Adjust activities to cater to special interests
4. Modify tour duration and any aspect of the tour as needed
5. Flexible travel route (start from Dhaka and end to Dhaka)

Your Journey day by day

Day 01 : Arrival at Dhaka and Transfer to the hotel

Your guide from Asia Experiences will pick you up and drive you to the old part of the city as your
part of today's visit. Depending upon the hour of your arrival, we will waste no time to enjoy the
beautiful city. Passing by the colorful flower market, you will visit some of the best attractions here
namely: - the Lalbagh Fort, Parliament House, the prestigious Dhaka university with the Curzon hall
and sculpture square. Try some of the local cuisine and delicacies at a fast food restaurant here and
rest for the day back in your hotel. Overnight at Dhaka.

Day 02 : Dhaka to Sonargaon and back, Evening tour of Dhaka

We will pick you up from your hotel today in Dhaka and start our drive of about an hour to Sonargaon.
The Folk Art Museum or commonly famous as the Folk Art and Crafts Museum will be the first place
we’ll visit here. It is Located in a wide area extending over fifty hectors and is a destination providing
you the mesmerizing views of the landscape and equally magnificent natural decoration with ponds
surrounding it. We will then take a boat ride inside the premise of this superb foundation and explore the
Museum from near. In our second part of today, we will visit the center of Panam city/ Panam Nagar.

The tour here will give us the delights of architecture and culture from the 18th century. Here, we will
visit the Goaldi Mosque aging back to 1519 AD. We will have our lunch at the local restaurants here and
start our thrilling river-tour in the Meghna River to the remote island villages here. Live the life of the
local people here swimming in the river and try to fish some Hilsa species here. After a quick tour of the
villages, we will return to Dhaka. In the afternoon, we will continue our tour of Dhaka. The Pink Palace
(Ahsan Manzil) and the Dakeshwari temple are the main attractions of today with options to take a
Rikshaw ride to the Old town of Dhaka. The Armenian Church & ornamental star mosque are the must
see places to visit here before returning to your hotel. Take an evening tour in the streets, know the locals,
and witness their lively nightlife here. Overnight at a hotel in Dhaka.

Day 03 : Tour of old Dhaka and Departure

As the last day of this tour, our tour of today will depend on your time of departure from Dhaka. If the
time allows, we will take a quick drive to visit the Old Bazaar: the heart of historical Dhaka. Located
beside the bank of Vardar River, one can treat themselves with the Ottoman architectures, traditional
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merchant quarters, and the ever living marketplace of Dhaka. One can enjoy some local delicacies and
shop for some souvenirs in the shops, cafes, and markets here.

Return to your hotel and prepare for the departure. We will take you to the airport before your flight.

This magical short tour is one of the best ways to know Bangladesh; its past and the present of this
beautiful place. Asia Experiences will connect with you throughout the trip and later too for your
feedback and suggestions. Return from here with boundless memories and amazing adventure to your
next destination.

Cost & Inclusion

Bangladesh : 

Breakfast in Bangladesh.
Airport pickups and drops service.
Private ground transportation with A/C.
Twin-sharing hotel accommodation.
Local cultural tour guide with English speaking.
Sightseeing entrance fees for museums and monuments.
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